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The Problem

• Institutional intent of honors contracts: To promote 
greater depth and rigor for academically able students

• A possible disconnect: Students’ anecdotal comments 
seemed to indicate that their experience was not always 
consistent with the intent of honors contracts. 



The Research

• We wanted to understand honor students’ 
perspectives on honors contract experiences.

• This research was a student and faculty 
collaboration.
– For student this met the requirements for the Honors Thesis.

– For faculty this was a project consistent with current research 
agenda.

– This is a very beneficial partnership.



The Interviews
• Ten music honors students from a large Midwestern 

university were purposefully sampled and interviewed 
and asked to respond to these questions:

1) How do you describe your best honors contract experience?

2) How do you describe your ideal honors contract experience?

3) How have your actual experiences compared to your ideal
experiences?

4) If you were to write a handbook for faculty and students doing 
honors contracts, what would you include?



The Findings

Honors contract 
experiences are 
meaningful when 
engaged students and 
engaged faculty partner 
to complete a 
compelling project.



The Engaged Student

Ultimate success or 
failure of the contract 
is dependent on 
student engagement 
throughout the 
experience

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Responsibility: Ensure contract’s success by being committed to the processInitiated: Pursued faculty and opportunityMary: “It's important to consider who you're going to approach and ask if you can do in-course honors with them or for that class.”Persisted: Diligent throughout the experienceJane: “Unless the student goes to the professor, after the first week of class when the document is signed, there is nothing until the paper is turned in.”Curious: Apply their learning and study material at a deeper levelExploring the Unknown: Bev: “[I am] documenting rehearsals and writing down pedagogical examples that I see with two of my directors. Then we'll discuss it just to see how things in class then apply in the real world. … I'm rehearsing, but at the same time I'm also looking for examples of pedagogy we're using in class. I'm not just dictating my music and rehearsing my music, I'm also thinking from the other side of the podium as I'm doing it and taking those things and reflecting on them at the same time.”Probed Deeper: Mary: “It's really cool to take advantage of the honors project to fill in a gap in the curriculum with the rest of the school.”Resourceful: Pursue opportunities to enhance their own learningDeliberate: Consciously remaining attentive to the project until completionSeek out Opportunities: Use contract to further knowledge and challenge own learning.Ray: “I've made a list of questions and have gone in and been able to just talk to [my faculty mentor] for an hour, just really go on and start at one point but really learn much more than what I was actually wanting to ask.”



Engaged Faculty

Student engagement is 
dependent on faculty role in 
the entire process.

This theme was most often 
described in what students 
would like to have 
experienced rather than in 
terms of what they had 
experienced.

Engaged 
Faculty

Facilitator

Responsive

Coach

Shows Interest

Interaction

Clarifies 
Expectations

Sees Potential

Resource

Director

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ResponsiveShows Interest: Showing a specific interest in the student and their successMary: “I've enjoyed working with [my professor] because he's so enthusiastic about it and he also challenges me.”Interaction: Students want to know their professors and be known by themKen: “The teachers need to be willing to spend time and go above and beyond what every other student is learning.”Ray: “It's a nice experience to feel that you are attached to the people that you are aspiring to be like.”Coach: See student potential and hold expectationsClarify expectations: Hold high expectations that challenge students’ thought processesRay: “He set the expectations very high. I had to work and he made me get into that mindset that there was a certain process that I should go through if I was going to be an honors student and doing this.”See potential: Anne: “Make sure that whatever you're assigning isn't just busy work. That it isn't just doing some extra work so that you get the extra credit. Make it so that it actually is challenging to your students.”Facilitator: Provide Resources: Contribute to the project by providing and being a resource for the studentDirection: Give guidance throughout the process.Anne: “I think that the most ideal experience would be something that met at least once a week, kept me on task, discussion based, because I honestly believe I get more out of personal interaction than I do out of ‘read a book write a paper.”



Compelling Project
Student and faculty engagement are dependent upon their 
interest and investment in the project.

“I think it's really important that both parties, the students and 
the professor, take the time to find a project that is sparking 
interest in both parties and that they'll be willing to stick with 
for awhile and see where it goes.” (Chad)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Information delivery [not for slide]Challenging:Depth: Outcome or process that stretches cognitive processing to a higher levelMartha: “I think the reason that I was drawn to doing all this extra stuff is because I was frustrated with my classes, music classes especially, because here was something I was interested in that I was having success in and wanted to go deeper, but the rest of my class was at a level where they couldn't.”Beyond Regular Curriculum: Working at a different level, through differentiated content, process, or product, than their peersRachel: “I think if they [other students] had experienced situations where their honors activities challenged them, I think they would see it as being more beneficial. Then more students would want to be in it for the fact that it is going to help them with their studies and with understanding higher levels of information.”Intriguing:Applicable: Pertinent to the students’ interests and future endeavorsAnne said an ideal project would be, “Something that would be directly related to something I was interested in and that would help me in my further education. Something that was pertinent to what I was learning and what I would be learning in the future.”Interesting: Jane described an ideal experience as having “The opportunity to do what I want. Getting to have a chance to plan and come up with a specific project to fulfill that requirement makes it a lot more enjoyable. There would be some ownership and individuality. It has to be flexible.”Chad summarized this notion when he said, “Doing a project like this should never be a burden, it should be something you want to do and make time to do to help you get the most out of it.”



Project Initiation

How a student entered the experience influenced the 
perception of the value of the experience.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Information delivery [not for slide]Requirement: Initiate to earn honors hoursAll initiate, in part, for this reasonAcademic Intrigue: Initiated to pursue an interest in a subject or seek academic challengeMatt: “I found it interesting. There's a lot in music that I would never take the time on my own, or have the time on my own, to learn about, so why not take the opportunity?”Personal BenefitPersonal pride Recognition of ability



Practical Suggestions
• Suggestions for Developing Honors Contract Projects

• Project Ideas

• Making Music Project

• Critical Reflection Project

• Research Paper Project

• These materials are available for you to download at: 
<www.ilstu.edu/~tcfreds/NCHC>





Honors Contract Process
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Promoting Meaningful 
Experiences

Honors contract 
experiences are 
meaningful when 
engaged students and 
engaged faculty partner 
to complete a 
compelling project.
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